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If you've been following our blog, you know we've 

been ridiculously busy (and you know that because 

you only get like one post a month...sorry). Today, 

we want to walk you through a typical day. 

 

Ready for School. The day starts when we wake 

up five kids (the older girls get themselves up), 

hunt for obscure pieces of their uniforms, throw 

toast and milk at them, herd them into the car, and 

start the 45-minute trip to drop them all off. 

 

Work Begins. Two days a week, Cindy stays at 

school to teach English. She gets to teach all our 

boys, so it's really a blessing for her and them. It's 

kinda like she's homeschooling them but at school, 

so . . . just like school. 

Whatever. It's still pretty sweet. 

Meanwhile, Adam stays at home, dumps 20 lbs 

of clothes in the washer, feeds the cute (but 

tyrannical) Anica and Asia, and tries to catch up 

with what his bosses in the US were discussing 

while he was asleep. 

After that, we're not sure where the time goes. 

When Cindy's home, she choreographs her dances. 

Adam writes game design docs or (if he's lucky) 

something approximating a novel. But that 

shouldn't take up all the time. 

Oh, wait. I figured it out:  

 

After School. Cindy teaches dance at her brand new 

studio. Some of the kids join her (including the 

boys!). 

Meanwhile, Adam picks up the rest of the kids. 

The boys start on their homework—usually Math, 

Thai, and English—then they invariably, without 

exception, ask Mommy and Daddy to play a game 

with them. 

I can't imagine where they got that.  

 
 

Evenings. After dinner (5 of us take turns cooking), 

the assembly line begins. The kids are pretty good 

about chores/teeth brushing/showers/story time, 

except for the part where they play through the entire 

thing. 

When that's done, Adam and Cindy, finally, get 

a little time to themselves. Sometimes they watch a 

movie (Pitch Perfect is a recent favorite). Sometimes 

they join the older girls to watch So You Think You 

Can Dance. Sometimes they just collapse into 

unconsciousness. Whatever. 

 

And that's pretty much our day. Of course there's all 

kinds of drama I skimmed over: disobedience, health 

issues, timeouts, teenaged grumbling. Those are the 

kinds of things you can pray for, though: 

 Keep praying that Pan would be healed of her 

migraines and vomiting. 

 Pray that Lu would finally get some kind of ID. 

 Pray for wisdom and patience for Adam and 

Cindy, especially as the older kids start to grate 

against some of the house rules. 

 Pray for peace and God's love to saturate our 

family. 
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